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EPISODE 2 | Unity in Diversity: Taking a Stand or Having a Stance? 

 

In the second episode of the New Waters podcast, our participants work through seven 

principles of discernment as they engage with the idea of church unity. In an age where a church 

member can cut themselves off from a church body at the first sign of disagreement, what are 

some best practices for moving towards the larger purpose of unity? How can a mature person 

discern which hills to die on and which issues to pursue? How do we cultivate an appreciation of 

complexity in the church? This episode will help you learn how to best posture yourself as you 

consider unity in the church today. 

 

Full episode available at newventurescanada.com/newwaters 

 

 
 

Ideas for Discussion 

 

Nathan outlines seven points as he leads the discussion. They are: 

 

1. Stop pouring gas on the wrong fire. What would happen if you let the sun go down 

on your anger? 

2. Ask, “What am I afraid of?” before you say, “That’s wrong.” Are you willing to 

explore your fears? 

3. Lose the “official opposition” model. What does submission look like? Do you agree 

that unity is more important than uniformity? 

4. Re-imagine discernment. Are you willing to let the needle turn 360 degrees? Are you 

willing to find treasure in new places? 

5. Consider the idea of an “opposable mind.” Do you affirm a multiplicity of opinions? 

How do you practice safeguarding mystery? 

6. Know when to take a stand vs. have a stance. Do you know when and where to push 

back? 

7. Protect sheep and fight wolves. Do you know how to tell who’s who? 

 

As you reflect on these points, which one has been the most challenging when it comes to unity 

in your own community? As you reflect on the church at large? 

 

Nathan says it’s important to ask, “What am I afraid of?” before making the statement, “This is 

wrong.” because it opens up possibilities for unity. Does any situation come to mind where you 

were afraid of a disagreement or dissent? Share what you were afraid of. 



 

 

What are some of the things you believe to be essential to “take a stand” for 

when it comes to church or faith? When is it better to “have a stance?” 


